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Sealant and Bonding Agent for ALL Temporaries

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Dual-purpose QuikGlaze™ and QuikGlaze™ Temp White
are light-cured sealants and bonding agents for use with
ANY and ALL provisional materials. Fill microscopic
voids. Temp will be abrasion and stain resistant. Adds
natural looking esthetics to any provisional, regardless of
material used. Eliminate the need for polishing.
“Finally a quick, easy, one-step process to simplify and
speed up chairside temp polishing. I appreciate a
product like QuikGlaze™ because it allows me to focus on
the task at hand…providing my patients with the best
possible service!”
Steven Brattesani, DDS

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Produces a smooth, esthetic finish

Eliminates polishing time
Gives provisional restorations a natural looking luster
Extends longevity: stain and abrasion resistant

Both a sealant and a bonding agent

Multi-purpose product. Finish temps and quickly repair
flawed temps: voids or inadequate margins.

Works with any and all temporary
materials

Versatility

Brush on, Light cure

Ease and speed of use reduces chair time.

QuikGlaze™ Temp White has a built in
whitener and brightener

Inventory fewer shades of temporary materials
Mix with original QuikGlaze™ for optimum esthetics

PRODUCT ORDERING INFORMATION
200130
200130-XL (not shown)
200150

QuikGlaze™ 5ml Bottle / Accessories
QuikGlaze™XL 30ml Bottle / Accessories
QuikGlaze™ Temp White 5ml Bottle / Accessories

Call PRODX toll-free to place your order or call your dental dealer directly.
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All Dental P R O D X QuikGlaze
by Michael Miyasaki DDS, LVIM
Article from LVI VISIONS, Jan/Feb/Mar 2006

How temporaries often look after we
have cleaned them up. They appear
rough.

Painting on QuickGlaze

Imagine, it’s the end of that veneer appointment. You’re tired, your
patient is tired and you still have to make the temps shine. One
option is polishing the temps with the various cups, disks and points
in your composite armentarium. Or another more appealing option is
placing a light cured glaze over the top of temporaries and light curing leaving you with a shiny smooth surface free of the sticky oxygen
inhibited layer. The temporaries not only look amazingly smooth, but
are more stain resistant. This process is fast and easy. Try it as that
final step to provide your patients with that great ‘wet’ look in just a
minute’s worth of work.
The list of ingredients lists ‘multifunctional acrylates’ which enables
you to use this material as a bonding agent when repairing or adding
to provisional materials. Just roughen the surface to be repaired,
apply a layer of QuikGlaze, then cure the material and place the
repair material on top. After curing you have bonded the layers
together.
So this versatile glaze material is a light-cured methyl methacrylate
varnish that can be used in the following situations:
• Repair of provisional resin materials
• Seals surfaces of temporary resin materials

Light curing the QuikGlaze material

• Eliminates time consuming polishing of resin temporaries

In this issue I’ve discussed... products that are proved performers at
LVI. With the hundreds of doctors we train each year these products
have proven their worth in the clinic... a fast glazing agent that will
save you valuable minutes while providing your patients with knockout smiles while in their temporaries.
Right central with QuikGlaze

